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1 Introduction. 

The Lotka.-Volterra. equations (LVE) a.re systems of ordinary nonlinear 
differential equations of the form 

:i:i = J.:;y;, i = 1, ... , N; where y =Ax+ b. (1) 

The Volterra equations (VE) a.re a special case of the LVE [1], when there 
exist such /3; ::/- 0, that 

(2) 

In the odd-dimensional case of the VE, the matrix A is degenerate. Initially 
even-dimensional systems were studied with variables coupled in predator
prey pairs, admitting classical Hamiltonian approach (see [2]) with non
degenerate symplectic structure. The classical approach, however, cannot 
be applied in a. straightforward way for odd-dimensional systems, and also 
in even dimensions, when· the equations for the central equilibrium point p 

Ap = -b (3) 

gives Pi = 0 for at least one i. In the biological implementations, the de
pendent variables x; a.re regarded as real positive numbers, representing 
populations of species i, the components of the· vector b are called linear 
growth rates, or ma.lthusian terms, and A is called the interactions ma
trix, the diagonal terms describing self-interactions of species, and the off
diagonal terms being responsible for interactions between different species. 
The terms of interactions matrix A and the malthusian terms b are ar
bitrary real numbers in the case of the general LVE. In tli~ case of the 
VE, the terms of the interactions matrix a.re not c01._11pletely arbitrary, for 
instance, the self-interaction ( diagonal) terms are all equal to zero. 

The Volterra. lattice model, usually written as ftN; = N;(Ni+1 - N;-1), 
studied with the Hamiltonian methods in [3], known for close relations 
to the Toda lattice model and the Korteweg-de Vries equation (see [16, 
18, ·20, 19]), and cited by Gi.imral and Nutku [8] as Faddeev-Takhtajan 
system, turns into different subca.ses of (2) under different boundary con
ditions. For example, the 3D case of periodic boundary conditions {22) 
complies with the form of "ABC-matrix" (4), used in [5, 4, 8], while the 
conditions, used in [16], do not. Both are subcases of the genei·al anti
symmetric interactions matrix studied in [21], which, in turn, is a subca.se 
(/3; = 1, Vi; b = 0) of the VE, and the latter a.re a. subset (2) of the LVE 
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(1). We classify the systems with multiple pairwise interactions, called 
LVE in (17], as Volterra equations. 

To make things clear, we use the definition of the LYE and the VE com
plying with that given in [7, 11 ], the works that we cite most extensively. 
But, in contradistinction with [7, 11], we do not assume the "naturar 

x; > 0 conditions. 

2. Bi-Hamiltonian structure. 

The first example of a bi-Hamiltonian structure for an LYE system of a. 
special form was given by Nutku [4]. For the system studied earlier by 
Grammatikos and others [5] with "ABC" interactions matrix: 

A=(! I~) ;b=U) 
on the conditions 

ABC+ 1 = O ,.v = JtB - >.AB 

for the constants of motion 

(4) 

H1 = AB In x1 - B lnx2 + In x3 ; H2 = AB xi + xz - Ax3 + 11 In ,e2 - /t ln ,r3 

he has written Hamiltonian equations as 

•i Jikn JI Jikn H 
X = I Vk 2 = 2 Vk 1 

(.5) 

(6) 

with the antisymmetric Poisson structure matrices J1 and J2 which we rep
resent here by corresponding vectors j 1 and j 2 so that j; = ( (J;)23

, -( J; )13
, · 

(J;)12)T: . . T ~ 
Ji = (-x2x3, -BCx1x3, Cx1x2 ) , ( 1) 

j2 = (x1XzX3, -Cx1xJ(x2 + 11), Cx1x2(A:i:3 + Jt)f , (8) 

satisfying the Jacobi identity 

Jk[mv krp] = 0 . (9) 
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Iu the 3D case, the Jacobi identity for the Poisson strnct.un· matrix J. 

represented by \"ector j. becomes 

(j, rot j) = 0. (10) 

which is recognizably the condition of the theorem of Frobcnius Oil the inte
grability of Pfaff's form, the fact being more than a mere coincidence, and 
subsequently s11bstantialli· used in [8]. However, the "ABC-matrix'", on 
the terms of the constraints used, is a very special case of the interactions 

matrix of a Volterra type. 

3 The primary invariants of Cairo and Feix. 

The inYariants of motion fo"r the LVE of the most gcn<'ral form ,,·ere studied 
in [G, 7] by means of the generalized Carlrman cmbeclding method. These 
invaria'nts come together with CC'rtain constr~ints .-ind hay<' b<'Cll classi
fied by Cai1;6 and Fcix [i] into the primary inYariants of t hr<?<> types. t lie 
secondary invariants and those deduced by rescaling. 

If and only if det(A) = 0, the primary inYariant t.ype l 

S. 

Ii= IT,r;''e st 

i=l 

exists with a; and s satisfyiug 

T A n = 0. <' = -(n.b). 

( 11) 

( 12) 

Defining the auxilliary matrix D and the wctors'1i' arid diag(A) according 

to 

T · T d;j = a;;-ajj, n = (1,1, ... '; l) . d1ag(A) = (a11,a21, .. ;.r1.vs) .. (1:1) 

•.-' 

;the conditions for the existence of the pri111ary irn·ariant typ<' II i-ll"<' (;\'-:-; 

l)(N - 2)/2 equations 

Hijk = d;_jdjkdki + dj;<hjd;1.: = 0 

together with the conditions 

b1 = b1 =, .. = b1y = b0 • t.haJis,,b = ho11. 

:i 

(l•l) 

p5) 



The form of the invariant type II is 

N N l 
I IT e> · ( "'""' < 11 ) st II = X; ' -x1 + L., -

1
-xi e , 

i=l 1=2 l 11 
( 16) 

where a; and s are found from the equations: 

AT a= -diag(A), s = -b0 (I + (a, n)). ( 17) , 

Considering the time dependence, Cairo and Feix state, that s = 0 when 
N is odd. This statement is based on the assumption ranl·( A) = N 
which does not appear among the conditions, but is used in the proof 
of their theorem, and becomes not valid, when det(AJ = 0. Herc is the 
example that makes this clear: · · 

(3 4 5) . (3) _ ') - • _' • _ -3_,3 _ -·. -· --:11 A- ~ 3 4 _,b- 3 __ ,Iu_-x2 .1. 3 (-.r1 -.12-,1 3 )e . 
1 2 3 3 · 

(18) 

The primary invariant type III of Cairo and Feix 

N N . 

I IT o: ( "'""' au ) st III = xi' 1 + L.., b:r1 e 
i=I : i=l I 

(19) 

exists on N(N - 1)/2 conditions 

a·· a·· · 
Rii = b'_' dii + b

11 
di;_= 0. 

.I J • 
(20) 

For this invariant, a and s are defined from 

AT a= -diag(A), s = -(a, b). (21) 

There is a certain correspondence between invariants II and III in the 
neighbouring odd and even dimensions that Cairo and Feix have discov
ered. However, for the priniary' invariant III their statement is that s = 0 
for even N. The controversial example for the latter statement is the same 
as (18), with an additional equation 

X4 = X4(-3- 3x4); II11 = x23:i}ri1(l +xi+ :r2 + X3 + .r.i)c-31 . 

vVe can see from the given examples, that the conditions .s = 0 for the 
primary invariants type II in the odd number of dimensions and type III in 
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the even number of dimensions to be explicitly independent of the time are 
not fulfilled automatically. Time-dependent cases exist for these invariants, 
as well as for the corresponding secondary invariants [7], containing only a 
subset of species in the linear polynomial part of the invariant expression. 

Considering the classical Volterra invariant, Cairo and Feix use a pro
cedure of. obtaining a limit of invariant IH :when the diagonal terms of 
the interaction matrix tend to zero. They have managed to obtain it for 
N = 2, but in the case of the "ABC-matrix"_ (5) their result for the Volterra 
invariant is H1 , which is not correct, since the expression for the Volterra 
invariant should contain the coordinates of the central equilibrium point, 
or stable population levels, thus the correct expression should be H2 • This 
is a consequence of the fact, that the generalized Carleman ansatz does 
not contain logarithmic terms additively to the linear ones. 

', 

4 Bi-Hamiltonian technique versus reseal~ . 
1ng. 
·, 

Giimral and Nutku [8] studied the Poisson structures of dynamical systems 
with three· degrees of freedom from the point of view of the theorem of 
Frobenius on the integrability of Pfaff's equation,. Among the others, they 
used the same "ABC-matrix" example (4) and Faddeev-Takhtajan system 

closed modulo 3 _ ( _
0 1 

. .;._ J )- _ 

A= -l 0 _ 1_ ; b = 0 (22) 
- I. -.:1 '. 0 . ' 

'' :1 ' ·, ' 

as its particular case. Although the bi-Hamiltonian structures for the 
LVE given in [8] are the same as· in [4], the general considerations on 
the forms of the bi-Hamiltonian structures are important. Namely, the 
Poisson structures include, in general, the terms of the order from O to 3 
in the powers 'of x;. The Pcisson I-forms, correspbnding. to the Poisson 
structures·,' should be· comp~tible,· so a conformal ·fact.or should be i.i.sed to 
add t,vo of them. In a certain case, the equati~ns of motion cari be written 
in a manifestly bi-Hamiltonian form through' the _exterior product of the 
gradients.of two Hamiltonians. It was also pointed out in [8], that a fa . .tio 
of components of Poisson structure functions obeys a partial differential 
equation, which could be quite a manageable one'. A,n analogous idea was 
used also in [9, 10]. 
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In [9] 'a representative set of three-dimensional autonomous systems 
was studied,· the LVE · being the last and the most' difficult case. The 
procedure iniplem~nted therein,· included rescaling of the vect.or field and 
using the Jacobi identities for the Poisson structure matrix as partial dif
ferential equations to obtain one of its components. The idea was that 
·every particular solution of these equations should identically satisfy both 
the Hamiltonian form of the rescaled equations and the Jacobi identities. 
However, to find a particular solutiori'in the case of the LVE with primary 
invariant I as the Hamiltonian function, an additional constraint 

d32( a23a11 - a13a21) = d31 ( a23a12 - a13a22) (23) 

was imposed. In [10] the sa~e idea ,was used, b_ut two constraints were im
posed. The common feature of both the works [9, 10] is that no numerica.l 
examples are given, so the qu~stion arises, whether the solutions obtained 
are consistent with the initlaLsystems. On our pa:d, we have fomid that 
the formulae from [10] do not reproduce the malthusian terms hfor. s = 0. 
The Poisson structure functions obtained in [9] are also not applicable if 
s = 0, though the cons,traint (23) cind the two constraints imposed in [10] 
are sati~fied with matrices (32) given il). secti~n 6. The correct Poisson 
s.tructures in this case we give in s.ection 7. 

5 Hamiltonian stfuc,tures by Plank. 
! 

Plank studied generalized Harriiltori,ian structures in the LVE [11] usmg 
time-independent constants of motion as Hamiltonian functions and 
quadratic', Poisson· structure functions: 
;i, _,,,-,,t11 .,· .· 

]ii = c,1x;x1, (24) 

wh~re ,cu are the matrix ·e1eme~it~ :~f a.. C<m'stant skew-iymmetric matrix 
C. T~ ,the usual it~ms ~f th~ d~fiii.itio~ of,the generalized Harniltonia.n 
system: " (i) ± = J"v H is the ~ector fie ii w'i'th ,~,in~oth 1:e:~:i valued Pois
_son structure matrix. J and Hamiltonian function If defined on an open 
iubset' G of RN' and (ii) 'the Jacobi. identiti~s'for the .ske,v~syr1m1etri'c J 
are s~tisfied",. he add~d, ,the· thir~L item "(iii) The _·matrix of)inearizati011 
at every fixed point ,can be written as a. product of a symmetric and a 
skew-symmetric matrices." · · · ·· ., , · " · · · · 
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The forms for Hamiltonian functions Plank deduced from explicitly 
solved case N =2: 

N 

H(.r) = Lf1;(.r; - p; ln.r;); (:2':>) 
i=l 

N N 

H(:i:) = ITxf'(l + I:B;.r1), B1 f O; (26) 
i=l l=l 

N N 
H(:.t) = IT xf'(L B1:r1), B1 f O; (27) 

i=l l=l 

) 
;.... Bo + '2:~1 B1x1 

H(x = ~a; Jn;r; + ----'----''---, B~. = 0. 
i=l Xk . 

(28) 

All the forms (25-28) are explicitly independent of the time. The quantities 
/1; and JJi in the expression (25) for the Vol ten~,- invariant are the same that 
enter in its conditions of existence (2), (3). Since the expressions (26) and 
(27) are the time-independent versions of Cairo and Feix's invariants III 
and II, respectively, the coefficients B; are prop01:tional to the coefficients i11 
the expressions (19) and (16), while the o; are obtained from the equations 
(21) a.nd (17), respe'ctively, in which s is to be set to zero. Cairo and Feix 
[12] regard the constant of motion of the form (28) as a limiting casP, of 
their primary invariant type III. The following example shows that this 
limit is not so simple, if at all possible, to obtain: 

( 
3 -1 1 ) ( 0 ) A= -3 -1 -2 ; b = 1 
0 2 1 -1 

r r 1 : /l(a:) = In :...2:..2 + - ;r2 - .r3 
·1·2 · '3 .1·1 ' 

(29) 

because the equations for o (21) give o 2 = o 3 f01'. Iu1 in the contrast with 
a 2 = 1, o-3 = -2 in the example. Although the conditions of existf>nce of 
the invariant type III a.re satisfied automatically in this case. the coefficient 
a 11 /b1 goes to infinity in the limit, when b1 tends to zero while a 11 tends to 
3. So, it is impossible to obtain the algebraic expression of Jf(;r) in (29) as 
the limit of a. type III invariant. It is more natural to dcri\·c the inva.riant 
expression {28) from the Volterra. invariant of a related syst.cm, \Yhich is 
the result of the transformation a·k - 1/a:k,:r; - ;r;/:r~-, Vi f /.: and differs 
from certain VE by a. common factor ;1"k in the-right-hand sides. \Vhe11 the 
invariants (26) and (28) arc used as Ifamiltonian fund.ions, as we shall si>e 
in the following sections, they imply second Poisson structure mat.rices of 
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different algebraic forms, as well as different measure prese1Ti11g dcnsit.y 
functions, so they should be thought of as separate invariants. 

However, all the Plank's theorems. with the exception of t.hr1t on the 
Volterra invariant, in case N > 2 are not. valid on the part of the proof 
that the first part of the definition of a Hamiltonian system is siltisfied. 
Calculating the Hamiltonian vector field :i: = J"v H , the aut lior [l I] gets 
the corre-ct expressions 

N 

±; = g(x)x;(b; + Ea;jxi), (~10) 
i=l 

where g(x) = 1 for (25), g(x) = f1~ 1 xf; for (26, 27), g(.r) = .rj;" 1 for 
· (28). The proofs of the mentioned Plank's theorems end with the following 

similar words: "Since the factor g(x) is positive ii1 the first orthant, it can 
be dropped without altering the phase portra.it of the differential equation: 
Q.E.D/ All these words a.re true except for the last 3 letters "Q.E.D.", 
because the defi_nition point (i) demands the rlifferrnti'al equation itst~{ to 
be written in the Hamiltonian form, not the phase portrait: So, Plank has 
discovered, or, rather, constructed Hamiltonian systems with quadratic 
Poisson structure matrices, having the sa.me phase portrait as certain LVE 
in the first orthant. For the geriuine LVE another form of Poissoi1 structure 
matrices should be used with Plank's Hamiltonian functions: 

. 1 
]ii = -(-) C;/XiX/. 

g :r 
(:H) 

In three dimensions, the Jacobi identities with this form of Poisson struc
ture matrices are satisfied. \Vhen N = 4, additional constraints arise from 
the closure of the Jacobi identities: a = b = 0 when det(C) # 0, or· 
det(C) = det(A) = 0. Of course, when N > 4, still more additional con
sti·aints will appear. However, the open subset Gin which the Hamiltonian 
system should be defined, may be extended now, in certain cases, to the 
entire of RN, excluding the subspaces x; = 0. · 

6 o·egeneracies with 3D Plank's structures. 

The puzzling absence of the·arialogue of Cairo and Feix's primary invariant 
type I among Plank's Hamiltonian functions can be explained comparing 
Nutku's example (8), with cubic terms, and Plank's ansatz (24), withotit 
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cubic terms in the Poisson structure ma.trices. But, in fact, all the Plank's 
Hamiltonian functions (26), (27), (28) imply the degeneracy of.interactions 
matrices in three dimensions, which is easily proved by straightforward 
calculations of the vector fields through· J"v H. The following formulae 
{32), {33) are the results of such calculations. Defining -y as the vector 
dual to the matrix C and introducing Bo = 1 for (26) and Bo = 0 f9; .(27), 
we have for the cases of Hamiltonian {unctions (26), (27): · · 

( 

. ),1B1 . (,\1 + ,3)B2 (,\1 - ,2)B3 ) ( Xi ) , 
A~ . (,\2 - 13)B1 . A2B2 (,\2 + 1i)B3 ; b = Bo . A2· , 

(,\3+,2)B1 (,\3-,i)B2 ,\3B3 .. . . ,\3 
(32) 

where,\= Ca= [a, 1 ]. In the same notations, for the case of Hamiltonian 
function (28), with k = 1 ~e have: 

( 

A1 13B2 . -,2B3 ). . ' ( ·o )•. 
A= A2 ,3B2 (11.+ 13)B3 .. ; b = 13Bo · . 

,\3 -( 11 + 12)B2 -,2B3 -,2Bo 
(33) 

The determinants of these matrices are 

det(A) = B 1 B2B3(n, 1 )(,\,~1) = 0 (:34) 

for (32) and 
det(A) = B2B3(n, 1 )(,\, ,) = 0 (35) 

for {33). They are identical to zero because(,\,,)'= ([a,,J, 1 ) = 0. This 
means, that primary invariants type I should exist in both cases. l\foreover, 

1 is a solution of equations for this invariant withs = 0. The corresponding 
equations in Plank's form are AT 1 = O; ( 1 , b) = 0 for the constant of 
motion 

3 

K(x) == fl xf'. (36) 
i=l 

Any solution I of these equations ina.y be .added to a in the equations 
(12), (17), when s = 0, so, a and I are not uniquely defined. However, 
.\ is defined uniquely. The equations (12), when s = 0, coincide with 
Plank's conditions for the LVE to be volume preserving with density func
tion ITf::1 xf•-1

. When N = 3, the degeneracy of the ma.trices (32), (33) 
implies, that these density functions are also defined not uniquely. So, 
some normalization may be used. When ( n; 1 ) # 0, the normal forin of 
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O'.i can be defined as the limit of the solution of the corresponding linear 
nondegenerate system, when ( ,\, -y) tends to zero. This normal form obeys 
the relation a=-(,+[,\, n])/(n,-y) for (32), which is consistent with the 
form of the Morse function for (22). The coi:resp011ding relation for (:J:3) 
is a~ -[,\,n]/(n, 1). Note, that the exact exin·essions from [7) make use· 
of a different normalization. 

It should be noted, that the LYE of the form (33) are volume preserYing 
with the density function x 1

2
:i:2

1
.T31, owing to the fact that (-1,0,0f is 

obviously a particular solution of (12) with s = 0. The existence of the 
corresponding measure preserving density can be established for Hamilto
nian versions of the invariant (28) in higher dimensions also, which Plank 
has not mentioned. 

7 The "manifestly bi-Hamiltonian" equa
tions. 

With the invariant (36), we can write, using Gi.imral and Nutku's expres
sion, the "manifestly bi-Hamiltonian form" of the equations of motion of 
the system as 

x = m(x)[V H, V Kl, (:37) 

so that 
jH = m(x)VK, and jK = -m(x)'VH, (:38) 

where the scalar function m(x) is defined from (37) using a component of 
the vector field: 

m(x) = TT[=l xt-y;-o:; for (26), (27). 
and 

m(x) = X1 TT[=l xt-Yi for (28). 

( :39) 

Along this line; we get the correct form of Poisson structure ma.trices 
with Plank's Hamiltonian functions, in dual representation: 

3 · ( ) II -y;-1 ( )T )H = m X X; ')'1X2X3, ')'2X1:r3, ')'3;T1a:2 (40) 
i=l 

which is equivalent to (31 ), containing quadratic terms clue to their origin 
from V K. The Poisson structure matrices for time-independent case of 
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the invariant I1 of Cairo and Feix contain only ·cubic terms when this 
invariant exists together with Plank's Hamiltonian function (27), and ,,·ith 
Hamiltonian functions (26), (28) the quadratic terms are included also. In 
the dual representation, the expressions for the Poisson structure matrices 
corresponding to the invariants (26) and (27) are: 

3 ( (o:1L + B1x1):r2x3 ) 

jl{ = -n xi-Yi (a2L + B2x2):t1X3 • 

1=1 (a3L + B3;T3)x1x2 

3 

with L = Bo+~ B,.,,, 
l=l 

( 41) 

a~? for the inYariant (28) 

; 3 ' ( 
jK = - II-<•-Yi 

•=l 

(n1X1 - Bo - B2x2 - B3.r.3);r.2:i:3 ) 

(0:2;r.1 + B2.1:2)x1.r3 . 

( 0'3.1:1 + B3x3 )x1 :i:2 .. 

(42) 

Reminding of the statements .we have made at the end of the section 4, 
,ve note here, that tl1e constraint (23) used in [9] is satisfied identically, 
while 

1
t~1e additional co~lS,t,raint~. impq~ed iii, [10] ~ff satisfied for interac

tions 111a.trices (32) wh~n .B1 = B2 = B3 • While checking the Yalidi~~· of 
the structure functions from these two papers, one should take care of the 
proper n~rmalization, then the re~ult is, that tl~ey' reproduce the appro
priate. vector field~ with the. invariant ( 11) as the I-iaiii'iltoniah fu11ction;· 
when s = 0, only if b ;;, 0. O~trJormnlae inclt1de the case 11 =/. 0 for s = 0. 
In general, coordinates and time res'caling procedure 11sed in [9; 10], alteI"s. 
the strudure of the phase sp.ace, so it can destroy the ,correspondence be
tween the Hamilto~ian and the Poisson brackets, in other word~. it is not 
~hvayk a valid t~a~~formatio~: analogous ·of ~an01;i~al transfo1:n;~tion~ in 
tlie clas~ical H~iniltonian method. It sh~uld b~ '11oted, tha.t the log~.rit.h;hic 
form of the invaria.nt I<(i) could be used iri 'tl~e bi~Ha111iltonia1~ '. fornmla
tion (37) instead of (36). If this is done, then the functions l/111(.r) (:39) 
become equal to density functions, with which the equations are rnlume 
preserving. 

8 Non-degenerate 3D interactions 1natri
ces. · 

The degenera.cy of interactions matrices (32) in the case of Plank's Hamil-· 
tonian function (26) is implied in thrce-dimerisional case by the condi 0 

tions of the cm;rcsponding theoreni Co·= b; aa = B1(b; +Ci/). But in the 
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case of Plank's theorem for the Hamiltonian functio11 (27) the conditions 
b = O; AT a= -diag(A); B;d;k = -Bk<h; do not imply the degem•racy of 
A: In the latter case, if a row t(B1 , B2, B3 ) is added to each row of a de
generate interactions matrix A, the corresponding 1rn1trix D ( 13) rcmains 
the same. The determinant of the new interactions matrix _.4 is nonzero, 
thus, the invariant J{ ( x) ceases to exist for the new system. The phe
nomenon appearing in such a case is clear frorri the following example with 
t = l, b = 0: 

A= 
(

-2 

"ci 
1 0 ) ( 1 O -1 -+A= 4 

_:1 2 3 

0 3) 
-1 2 ; 
-2.5 

( 43) 

l 

with the constant of motion 

~ · _ .:..3/4 ,1/2 .-3/4 . . . ·. H(x) - x 1 x2 :i 3 (:3x1 - ,r2 + :J,13) 
' ' 1:.: 

(-14') 

in com~on with both 'ilie systems. It is a Hamiltonian fu11ctionof the type 
(26) for A, but it is not for the ne,v system with' the inter~ctimis 1iiati:ix A, 
since the values.of the compoii'ents of the vector field coii1eidc for these t'ivo 
matdces 011ly in_ th.e invariant plane P : :J:r1 - ;r2 + 3;r3 =: Oof the inval'iant 
Iu; defined in [7]. Thus, the c011ditions of f>lank's thco1:ei11 for t:J;is c~.~e 
are not 'sufficient to I'ej)rocii.;~e e,;en the phase portrait of the diffcrt>ntial 
equation. 

Howe~er, all the k1~own example's of Ha,"niltonian structures for LVE 
UJ>''t~' this moment, have been of degenerate interactions matrices in tl1e 
cas~'M, ~ 3. Here follows an exam.pie with a non-deg~11era.te intei·acti6ns 
matrix ,~ith bi~Hamiltonian· structi.ire of ,Lie~Poisson form! . 

A='(-: -i I.A')- ;b = 0 (45) 
a /3 -"{ 

H1 = :i:1(/3:i:2 - 1 x3); H2 = x2(ax1 - 1 :r3) (46) 

1' (' . ~;~ ) , 1 .( /J;r2 - 1'~3 ) _ 
iH1 = -- O'.X1 - ,x3 ; iH2 = - /3x1 (47) 

I -,x2 I -Arr1 

The equations ( 45) were derived by Brenig [13] from the equations of asym
metric top and resonant three-wave interaction system. The Hamiltonian 
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functions ( 46) could .be thought of as secondary invariants of Cairo and 
Feix, since Plank's Hamiltonian function of the type (27) must have all 
the coefficients B1 =J. · 0 in the linear polynomial expression. The Poisson 
structures ( 4 7) are not. equal to those given in [8] for Euler's top, but are 
of the same linear type. 

9 Conclusions. 

The conditions of Plank's theorems on. the Hamiltonian systems for the 
LYE, with Hamiltonian functions of th~ types (26), (27), (28) a1;e ~10t suffi~ 
cient to reproduce the vector field of the LYE with the quadratic Poisson 
structure matrix (24). For (27), the ~onditions are not sufficient to repro
duce e~en the phase portrait .of the.LYE ( 43). A modified Poisson stJ:ucture 
matrix (31) should be used, an additional constraint det(A) =;== 0 is implied 
in the 3D ~ase of the Hamiltonian function (27). 
. , In the 3D, case, the interactions matrices (32), (33) are id~ntically de

generate, implying the existence of the second Hamiltonian f~ncti9,n (36) 
and allowing for the Poisson structure matrices t~ be obtained 'using the 
gradients ~f the t.~o Ham,iltonian~. The,pa~ametric rep~·esent~.tion~ (32), 
(33) served us as the source' fa~· controve~·sial exampl~s, .~hich sli~w that 
Plank's ,Hamiltonian f~mction (28) is not a limiting, c~s-~ ~f the primary 
invariant UL This helps to realize, that the genei·~~ized Carleman a~~atz, 
used in [6, 7], is not sufficient t~ obtain the constai1ts of m6tio1; in .which 
both the linear and the logarithmic terms appear. ' , · 

In three dimensions, Lie-Poisson type structures may appear in the 
cases' when secondary linear polyU:omial inviriants o(Cair6 and Feix exist. 
In the given example ( 45), th~ i~tera.ctions matrix is nondegenera.te. 

Planl~'s conditions for the absence of time dependence of the ~onstants 
of motion are more exact, than that of Cairo and Feix. The existence of a 
sufficient number of time independent constant s of motion is importantta:s 
it makes possible to apply directly bi-Hamiltonian [8] or, more generally, 
multi-Hamiltonian [14, 15] formulation,. thu~, the complete integrability 
might be proved more easily. Up to this moment, the maximi1m mimber 
of analytically established functionally independent constants of motion, 
has been N + 1 sym'metric fuhctions of odd powers foi· 2N + 1 dimensibns, 
given by Itcih [22] for the VE without the malthusian' terms. Darnianou's 
integrals of motion for the Volterra lattice model [16], containing both 
odd and even powers, are not functionally independent. The most useful 
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feature of Cairo and Feix's secondary invariants, appearing due to some 
special symmetries of the terms of interactions ma.trices, is, that there may 
exist several invaria.ts of the same order in the powers of variables. which 
is demonstrated in the example (46). The methods used in [22, 16] do not 
show such a possibility, because the symmetries of the systerirn studied in 
this papers are of another special type. 

· On the other hand, for the more comlicated case of the general LYE, 
the subcase s > O lea.ding Cairo and Feix to the ;asymptotic reduction of 
the dimension of the phase space by one for the cases of the invariant tvpe 
II from e~~n to odd ~umber of dimensions and of the inv,friant type· IH 
from odd to· even numbe~ of dimensions., remains valid, but t.he ~xamples 
of s # 0, that we have given, make us supj)os·e, that such red~1c·tion.s can· 
take place.in other cases also. Howeve1:, since the asymptotic reduction 
can ~ccur only after, the infinite time irit.erva.l, it coi:1ld not. he ~ccompa11ied 
in reality with 'a time rescaling, so th~ reduction of, the cli rneusions ·1~y 
two, which has been sugg~sted in [7], :cann~t tal..c place wit.hcj11f adc]itional 
model ass{irriptio~s which should a.llo{v to perform the tra.nsitioi1 across the 
barrier' of the infinite ticie. ' , . 

.. With the' exception of the case of the'Volter;~ invariant. the ~orrect 
forins of P6isso1i 'sti'.ucture ma.trices include the produC:t of ~ertain ])O~\·e.1·~ 
of depend~nt ~aria.bles, ,vhich give their ·co~d:ibutioi1s to the kft-hand sides 
of the Jacobi identities, 'implying'some a~lditional constraints when N > :t 
For ihstanc~, in the ca:Se~fN = 4, ~itherbot.h tl{e Poisson strnct ure rnafrix 
and the interactions iria.trix are degenerat~: ~'r the Hamiltonian flll1ction is 
linear. 

The authors thank V.P. Gerdt, 0.M. Khuda.verclian,'I.V. Komarov, 
A.N. Leznov, and P. Winternitz for disc11ssion, and A.B. Sliabaf for a. 
useful remark. 
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Jfy6oe11K B.M., ranLnep11H A.r., P11xe11uK11tt B.C., CrrenHee C.K. 
YCJJOBllll cymeCTBOBattllll nepBbIX IIHTerpanoB 
II raMllilbTOHOB!,I CTPYKTYPbl ypaeHeHIIH noTKa-BOJJbTeppa. 
KoMMeHTapHH K He/laBHO ony6JJHKOBaHHblM pa6oTaM 

E4-97-416 

YTO'IHllIOTCll YCJJOBllll cymecTBOBaHHll nepBbIX IIHTerpaJJOB II raMllilbTOHOBblX CTPYKTYP /lJlll ypae
HeHHH noTKa-BOJJbTeppa (nB), ccj:,opMyJJ11poBaHHbie He/laBHO Pll/lOM aeTOpOB. B '!aCTHOCTII, B MaTpHue 
nyaccoHOBOH CTPYKTYPbl, npe/lJJOJKeHHOH IlrrattKOM /IJ!ll He JaBHClllllllX OT BpeMeHH raMllilbTOHllaHOB, 
OTCYTCTByeT BaJKHblH KOHcj:,OpMHbIH MHOJKIITeJJb, B CllilY qero YCJJOBllll Pll/la TeopeM He llBJlllIOTCll 
/lOCTaTO'IHbIMII /IJ!ll 3an11c11 ypaeHeHIIH /lBHJKeHHll B raMIIJJbTOHOBOH cj:,opMe. B CJJyqae 3D npe/lCTaBJJeHHe 
IlrrattKa /IJ!ll MaTpllUbl nyacCOHOBOH CTPYKTYPbl npHBO~IIT K BblpOJK.UeHHIO MaTpHUbl B3aHMO/leHCTBIIH II 
K cymecTBOBaHIIIO BpeMllHe3aBIICIIMOro IIHBap11aHTa K3pO-<l>3KCa rnna I, '!TO 11enaeT B03MOJKHOH 
611raMllilbTOHOBY cj:,opMyJJHpOBKy. C 11pyrou CTOpOHbl, nyacCOHOBbl CTPYKTYPbl, nocTpOeHHbie /IJ!ll BblpOJK
/leHHOH MaTpHUbl B3aHMO/leHCTBIIH np11 HaJJll'IIIII Jllllllb O)lHOH KOHCTaHTbl /lBHJKeHHll, He U03B0Jllll0T 
BOCnpo113BeCTII JJHHeHHble (MaJlbTycoBbl) 'IJ!eHbl ypaeHeHHH JIB, KOr)la 3Ta KOHCTaHTa He 3aBIICIIT llBHO 
OT BpeMeHH. PeJyJJbTaTbl pa60Tbl OCHOBattbl Ha napaMeTp113au1111 3D ypaeHeHHH nB, BblTeKaIOllleii 113 
raMllilbTOHOBOii cpopMyJJHPOBKII C IICUOJJb30BattlleM MO/lllcpHUHpOBaHHOro npe/lCTaBJ!eHllll IlrrattKa. 

Pa6om BbIIlOJJHeHa B na6oparnp1111 BbICOKIIX 3Heprntt, B na6oparnp1111 TeopernqecKOH cj:,HJIIKII 
IIM.H.H.EorOJJI06oea, B Jla6oparnp1111 B~I'IIICJIIITeJJbHOH TeXHIIKII II aBTOMaTH3attllll 01-UlH. 

TTpenpHHT 061,e)ll!HeIIHOro IIHCTIITYTa ll/lepHbIX IICCJJe)lOBaHIIH. }].y6Ha, J 997 

Dubovik V.M., Galperin A.G., Richvitsky V.S., Slepnyov S.K. E4-97-416 
The Conditions of Existence of First Integrals 
and Hamiltonian Structures of the Lotka-Volterra Equations. 
Comment on Some of the Recent Papers 

The conditions of existence of first integrals (partial integrability) and Hamiltonian structures 
(possible complete integrability) of the Lotka-Volterra equations have been analyzed recently by many 
authors. In some ca~es, these conditions should be stated more correctly. In particular, an important 
conformal factor is not present in the Poisson structure matrix, suggested by Plank for time-independent 
Hamiltonian functions, for which reason the conditions of some of the theorems formulated by the 
mentioned author are noI sufficient to write the equations of motion in the Hamiltonian form. In 3D 
case. Plank's ansatz for the Poisson structure matrix implies the degeneracy of the interactions matrix 
and the existence of the time-independent version of the invariant of Cairo and Feix' s type I, thus the 
bi-Harmltonian formulat10n becomes possible. On the other hand, the attempts to construct Poisson 
structures for degenerate interactions matrices, when only one constant of motion is present, which were 
made in two of the papers, do not give the possibility to reproduce the linear (malthusian) terms in the 
Lotka-Volterra equations, when this constant of motion is explicitly independent of the time. Our 
statements an: based on the parametrization of 3D Lotka-Vollerra equations, implied by Hamiltonian 
formulation with improved Plank's ansatz. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, at the Bogoliubov 
Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, at the Laboratory of Computing Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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